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http://projektservice-mathematik.univie.ac.at

[FUNDING/OPEN CALLS]
by funding source
by funding type
• for doctoral candidates
• for women
• for young researchers
• ...

[DEADLINES]
[TRAININGS, INFORMATIONS-EVENTS]
http://projektservice-mathematik.univie.ac.at

- all relevant documents (guidelines, forms,...)
- budget tools
- work plan
- useful presentations
- cloud-support for sharing documents

PROPOSAL-CHECK
[SOUNDING BOARD]
SIGNATURES
support with contract negotiations
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applying for a project

signatures

support with contract negotiations
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- personnel record card by projecktSERVICE
- support with announcement of open position
- contracts for work
- estimated personnel costs
- support with visa-problems
- assistance in vacation management
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- submission and reimbursement
  - business trips
  - visitors
control of the budget
- reimbursement
- Q-Flow (auditor)
- [EXTENDED-SAP]
- cost preview
- financial reports
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[CONFERENCE-MANAGEMENT TOOL]
Topics

Topics include function spaces, time-frequency analysis and Gabor analysis, sampling theory and compressed sensing, pseudodifferential operators and Fourier integral operators, numerical harmonic analysis, abstract harmonic analysis, and applications of harmonic analysis.

Plenary Speakers

- Helmut Harbrecht, University of Basel
- Aref Itoh, University of Cambridge
- Holger Rauch, RWTH Aachen
- Id Steiner, Vanderbilt University
- Stefan Steinerberger, Yale University

Invited

Special features: We plan to organize a special session "Sampling Theory after Paul Butzer" (session chair: Paul Butzer) to honor the 90th birthday of Paul Butzer. This part of the event is planned for Friday afternoon.

Deadline for registration and submission of abstracts
Webpage for the project connection u:cris ↔ Typo3
OpenAccess
[PRESS-REVIEW]
documentation in u:cris
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numbers for the financial report
[extended SAP]
prolongation of the project